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DEFIN ITIONS

CONTENT

is a broad term that can refer to:

• Textual or visual content
• Original content created by a company
• External content aggregated by a company
• Content on a company’s website
• Content external to a company’s website
used for print advertising, PR, SEO, PPC
• Content
advertising, email marketing, display
advertising, social media marketing, affiliate
marketing, sales collateral, video, presentations,
white papers, e-books, printed books, etc.

CONTENT MARKETING

is the use of content to further particular
marketing objectives:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Thought leadership
Brand awareness
Brand affinity
Lead or revenue generation
Customer acquisition
Customer retention

CONTENT LINK BUILDING

is how content marketing is connected to
improving SEO results and driving organic and
referral traffic that increase sales lead and
revenue generation.
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COM MON CONTENT MARKETING MY THS

If I create content and post it to my company’s website:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

People will find the content
Websites will link to the content
Content will improve my website’s SEO results
My organic and referral traffic will grow
Sales leads and revenue will increase as a result of the content
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THE RE ALIT Y OF CONTENT MARKETING

For the majority of business websites, this is the trap in
which they get caught:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

People do not find your content
Websites do not link to your content
SEO results do not improve
Organic and referral traffic does not grow
Sales leads and revenue do not increase
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AVOID THE CONTENT MARKETING TR AP

To be successful, you need to:
✓ Understand that creating content isn’t where you
should start or end

✓ Begin with a marketing strategy and follow a
methodology

✓ Market your content in order to receive links
✓ Remember that links are what improve SEO
results and increase referral traffic

✓ Recognize that improved SEO results drive
increased organic traffic

✓ Realize that increased sales leads and revenue
come from organic and referral traffic
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METHODOLOGY

Creating a Content Link-Building Campaign
1. Marketing Strategy
2. Research & Analysis
3. Topic Selection
4. Content Type Selection
5. Input Gathering
6. Content Creation
7. Content Publishing
8. Marketing Execution
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MARKETI NG STR ATEGY

The marketing strategy is the blueprint for the content
marketing link building campaign. The marketing strategy
drives decisions for each step of the campaign.
Three content marketing strategies that work:
1. Past Success Strategy
2. Gap Filling Strategy
3. Relationship Strategy
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MARKETI NG STR ATEGY (CONTINUED)

Past Success Strategy
Model content creation and marketing on previously
successful link-generating campaigns. Here are two ways
this strategy can take shape:
1. Search for content that has been linked-to multiple times,
but has flaws (outdated, wrong info, poor design, etc.).
Create an original, remarkably improved and updated
version, and pitch it to the publisher as a replacement.
2. Look for old resources with broken links that have been
linked-to several times. Re-create/update these resources
to post on-site — and then reach out to the people who link
to the broken ones and offer the new on-site content as a
replacement for their dead link.
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MARKETI NG STR ATEGY (CONTINUED)

Gap Filling Strategy
Address unfulfilled content needs with high-volume
link-generation potential. Here are two ways this
strategy can take shape:

•
•

Look for websites and blogs with a relevant audience and
theme, and identify areas of content not covered or undercovered. Pitch the publishers on a guest submission or series
of submissions to authoritatively fill the gap.
Look for resource list pages that link out to third-party articles
devoted to a relevant theme. Create on-site content on a
relevant topic not covered (or under-covered) on the resource
page, and pitch the publisher on adding the link.
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MARKETI NG STR ATEGY (CONTINUED)

Relationship Strategy
Create and market content in a way that gives
publishers and other link influencers a personal
stake in its success. Here are two ways this strategy
can take shape:

•
•

Where a strong publisher relationship is in place, ask for
referrals of and introductions to other relevant,
influential publishers that accept guest submissions.
Mention people in a piece of content in the hope they
will link to the content as a way to promote their
business or personal brand. This works best with a
person/organization that systematically lists its media
mentions.
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RESE ARCH & ANALYSIS

✓ Once a strategy is formulated, research
needs to be done to:

and study examples of similar successful
• Find
campaigns, as well as ones that failed
• Weigh the risk-to-reward ratio
translate thematic ideas into a campaign
• Help
and specific content titles
• Validate the quality of topic ideas
out what type(s) of content needs to
• Figure
be created
• Obtain inputs needed to create the content

✓ Different types of research are needed
for different strategy types.
✓ Research prevents implementation of
failed ideas and identifies the most
promising approaches.
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TOPIC SELECTION

✓ You can’t create content without a topic.
✓ Strategically, topics:

• Fill gaps — Provide information not easily found
— Give readers current information on
• Update
an old topic
news — Communicate something new,
• Convey
relevant and important
insight – Give readers a fresh take on a
• Provide
new or old topic
controversy — Explore a topic from a
• Create
new or unpopular perspective

✓ Tactically, topics:

gaps in the off-site publisher’s content
• Fill
offerings
more depth to an off-site publisher’s
• Provide
content offerings
a new take on an issue to an off-site
• Offer
publisher’s audience
expert knowledge to an off-site
• Convey
publisher’s audience
“evergreen” content on the website
• Establish
by providing in-depth, always-useful
information

✓ Campaigns requiring multiple content
types may need multiple topics
with various strategies and tactics
underpinning them.
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CONTENT TYPE SELECTION

✓ Content types are the different formats that can be used in a campaign:

• Audio
• Badges
• Blog Posts
Studies
• Case
• Checklists

• Comparisons
• Contests
• Coupons
• eBooks
• Fact Sheets

• FAQs
• Glossary
• Guides
• Infographics
• Presentations

• Press Releases
• Quizzes
• Research
Papers
• Resource Lists

• Slideshows
• Spreadsheets
• Tools
• Videos
• White Papers

✓ Selecting the right type of content can make or break the link building campaign, since the

right information in the wrong format will miss the audience, or fail to make an impression on
it. Selection criteria include:

• Complexity of message — Complicated topics lend themselves to visual media
• Audience — Some audiences have a greater/ lesser interest in visual content
— If a topic is covered broadly in blog posts but thinly in infographics, the latter format may be
• Demand
more promising
• Budget and timelines — Visual media takes much more time to create than textual content
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I NPUT GATHERI NG

✓ Gathering the right inputs ensures:

• Factual accuracy
• Appropriate emphasis
Appropriate
depth
of
• thought/information

✓ Inputs are typically provided by:

especially for factual
• Clients,
information
especially for appropriate
• Strategists,
emphasis (derived from Marketing

•
•

Strategy discussed earlier)
Off-site publishers — They often
provide guidance and insight about the
talking points most in need of
discussion
Market research — Reviewing online
information sources to gather facts,
supporting data and supporting
opinions
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CONTENT CRE ATION

Planning
✓ Determine content context:

•
•
•
•

Audiences — Whom specifically do we want to
read our content?
Conversion — What specific actions do we want
our target audience to take?
Themes — What are the main themes we want
to convey in our content?

-

Branding-related themes
Service-related themes
Industry-related themes

KPIs — What constitutes a successful campaign,
and how do we measure it?

Production
✓ TEXTUAL CONTENT (e.g., blog posts, white papers)

1. Inputs go to writer; a content draft is written.
2. Content is reviewed by a copy editor for factual
accuracy and coherence.
3. Edits are made by the writer.
4. Copy is proofread for grammar and style correctness.

✓ VISUAL CONTENT (e.g., videos, infographics)
1. A creative brief is produced by the strategy team.
2. A creative meeting is held with the strategist, writer
and designer/videographer, to discuss the overall
approach to the content and workflow.
3. Creative work may be done through close writer/
designer/videographer collaboration or move from the
writer to the designer/videographer.
4. Draft content is reviewed for accuracy and coherence.
5. Edits are made by the designer/videographer.
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CONTENT PUBLISHING

These are the requirements for on-site
content, and desirable to the extent
off-site publishers follow them:
✓ Determine where on the website new
✓
✓
✓

content should live.
Plan site-wide navigation far in advance, to
make the preceding point easier to
execute.
Don’t silo your content assets – instead,
spread them out into related sections of
your website.
Keep your URLs as short as possible, all
lowercase, and free of unsafe characters
and underscores.

✓ Make sure the desired embed code (if any)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

is in place and functioning properly.
Make sure the desired level of branding is
in place
Make sure meta information is correctly
executed, especially for title tags and meta
descriptions.
Date stamp time-sensitive content; date
stamp other content based on tactical
needs.
Make sure desired copyright messaging is
in place.
Make sure desired social sharing buttons
are in place and properly placed.
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CONTENT PUBLISHING ( CONTINUED)

Embed Codes
✓ Embed codes give publishers the ability to quickly republish
a content asset, improving the odds for gaining links.

✓ Converting plain text, HTML articles into slide presentations
or video, and adding embed code, creates new link
opportunities for previously created content assets
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MARKETI NG EXECUTION

To generate numerous links from one piece of content:
✓ The content needs to be published on your website.
✓ You need to market the content via the outreach process:

• Target websites are identified.
personalized pitches are crafted for each
• Customized,
publisher.
are sent; follow-up is done until the pitch is
• Pitches
accepted or rejected.
• Agreement to publish is reached.
• The publisher links back to the content on your website.

✓ This outreach process is repeated to produce one link each
time a publisher agrees to your pitch.
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NATUR AL LI N KI NG

✓ As more websites link back to your content, more
people will see and share your content.

✓ If you have truly created a valuable piece of content,

natural linking should begin to take place; natural links
are links that you receive without having to repeat the
outreach process for each link.

✓ The occurrence and scale of natural linking hinges on:

•
•

The value that your content provides
How many people see and share your content
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EXAMPLES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Badges
Blog Post
Checklist
Contest
Glossary
Infographics
Video
Quiz
Tool
Resource List
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EX AM PLE 1 : BADGES

Content Asset

Link Example

https://www.bluepay.com/support/resource-library/bluepay-secure-processing-merchant-seal/

http://www.henris.com/
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EX AM PLE 1 : BADGES ( CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

✓

✓

✓

Many of BluePay’s competitors were giving
badges to their customers as a way to get links.
We could capitalize on this practice and obtain
keyword-rich links —something competitors
were not doing.
Research & Analysis
We studied badge programs inside and outside
the credit card processing industry to get a sense
of best practices for badge design and program
details.
Topic Selection
We used a “trusted merchant” seal because it
communicated the very important brand element
of trustworthiness.
Content Type Selection
Badge

✓ Input Gathering
✓
✓

✓

We got design guidelines from BluePay to match
its branding.
Content Creation
Badge design and usage/placement instructions
were modeled after successful badge programs.
Content Publishing
Placing the content on a very accessible Web
page made finding it easy for BluePay customers,
and instructions for placement made
implementing it easy.
Marketing Execution
For customers acquired before the badge was
created, we reached out to let them know about
the badge and how they could place it on their
sites.
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EX AM PLE 2 : BLOG POST

Content Asset

Link Example

https://www.straightnorth.com/insights/top-design-mistakes-will-destroy-your-websites-seo/

http://www.foregroundweb.com/blog/seo-guide-for-photographers/
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EX AM PLE 2 : BLOG POST ( CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

✓

✓

✓

Since SEO is complicated, a number of “complete
guide for … SEO” blog posts are published in many
verticals. These posts often have “further reading”
sections to which the Straight North blog post link
could be added.
Research & Analysis
After looking at 10-15 of these blog posts, we
determined 2-3 topics that were constantly
missing from most of the guides.
Topic Selection
We decided to go with Design Mistakes because
these are discussed often in the SEO world, but
did not seem to be mentioned in most of these
SEO Guide articles.
Content Type Selection
Blog Post

✓ Input Gathering
✓

✓
✓

The SEO team had a brainstorming session and
produced a detailed list of all the relevant points.
Content Creation
Inputs from the SEO team were given to the
content team; no further collaboration was
needed.
Content Publishing
Multiple, descriptive subheads were used to
improve the scannability of this lengthy post.
Marketing Execution
Once the content was placed on the site, we set
out to find every “SEO Guide” post we could.
When we pitched the publishers, we either
pointed to our post’s unique content or, if they
had something similar, we pointed to a way that
our post was better.
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EX AM PLE 3 : CH ECKLIST

Content Asset

Link Example

http://www.transitsystems.com/moving-tips-and-tricks/2015/09/14/your-moving-checklist/

http://chicagorealestatedude.com/the-step-by-step-moving-checklist-so-you-dont-miss-a-thing/
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EX AM PLE 3 : CH ECKLIST (CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

We noticed a lot of moving checklists with a handful
of links pointing back to them, but they had no embed
codes. By making “moving checklist” a downloadable
PDF, we could offer publishers an easy way to add the
content to their sites.
✓ Research & Analysis
We found a few checklists that had earned a lot of
links and analyzed what types of sites were linking
to it. We identified publishers of resource lists to
pitch as well.
✓ Topic Selection
The moving checklist made sense because of the
past success.
✓ Content Type Selection
Checklist - We used a checklist because a person
could print and use it during a move. This enhanced
usability feature made our content more appealing to
a publisher

✓ Input Gathering

We did not need to gather any information from
the client.
✓ Content Creation
We used a PDF format rather than HTML to
support an embed code.
✓ Content Publishing
The PDF was published on the client’s site with a
“click to download” button.
✓ Marketing Execution
Two primary types of sites were linking to moving
checklists: real estate agents and neighborhood
ranking sites. Thus, we used two different
approaches to get links. If the site had some type of
resource/links page, we would let the publisher
know about our tool and ask for ours to be added;
if the publisher had a blog, we would offer an
embeddable version of our checklist.
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EX AM PLE 4 : CONTEST

Content Asset

Link Example

https://web.archive.org/web/20140723095304/http://bepoz.com/giveaways/

http://www.sbmarketingtools.com/bepoz-dell-venue-8-tablet-giveaway-small-businesses/
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EX AM PLE 4 : CONTEST (CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

We noticed that a lot of blogs that discussed POS
systems and how they could help a small business were
published in the small business/retail space. Since
Bepoz sold POS software, we thought giving away a
tablet with its software loaded on it would make
publishers want to share our contest.
✓ Research & Analysis
We identified all blogs/magazines that had written
about the positives of POS systems in the last six
months. These became the blogs we targeted for our
outreach.
✓ Topic Selection
We chose the Dell tablet because it had received
favorable reviews and had the ability to load Bepoz’s
software onto it.
✓ Content Type Selection
Contest

✓ Input Gathering

We gathered the rules and contest information from
Rafflecopter.
✓ Content Creation
After getting the description from the client, we handed
the information to a writer to draft a blog post that also
included the Rafflecopter embed code.
✓ Content Publishing
We published this blog post in the giveaways section of the
website along with the embed code so publishers could
easily share the contest on their sites.
✓ Marketing Execution
Once the content was placed on the site, we began
outreaching to all the sites identified in the research
phase. We would reference their prior POS benefits
article and let them know about our contest that could
win one of their readers a free POS system. All they
would need to do is create a blog post with an embed
code that we provided. That embed code included a link
back to Bepoz’s website.
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EX AM PLE 5 : GLOSSARY

Content Asset

Link Example

http://www.sempo.org/?page=glossary#h/

http://www.pratikdholakiya.com/best-resources-on-the-web-to-learn-seo/
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EX AM PLE 5 : GLOSSARY (CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

✓
✓

✓
✓

There are a number of technical Internet marketing
terms someone not working in the space would need to
know to write about the topic. We would create a guide
that defines these terms to serve as a reference.
Research & Analysis
Sempo studied a variety of similar lists and made sure to
include the most frequently mentioned terms.
Topic Selection
Creating an Internet marketing-themed guide
differentiated our glossary from the hundreds of other
marketing-themed ones with no particular focus on
Internet issues.
Content Type Selection
Glossary – would act as an evergreen piece of content
that Semp could update easily.
Input Gathering
Sempo looked through other sites’ resources to find their
glossaries/terms. They could also get a group in a room
to populate a list of terms.

✓ Content Creation

✓

✓

Once the list of terms/definitions is created, the team
hands it off to a copywriter to alphabetize and write the
introduction to the glossary.
Content Publishing
Publishing this in a resource section will make this
resource look timeless. We would also want to have a
PDF/downloadable version that we could use to pitch out
to other sites.
Marketing Execution
The outreach plan for this glossary would encompass two
tactics:

•
•

Many marketing blog/associations have resource lists that
link to helpful content for marketers. Sempo found these
opportunities and pitched the glossary as an addition.
Since the glossary is defining terms, the company would
look for other places on the Internet where some of the
terms in the glossary are mentioned, but not defined. Then
they offered that publisher our glossary as a way to show
their readers what that term means.
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EX AM PLE 6 : I N FOGRAPH IC S

Content Asset

Link Example

https://www.bluepay.com/infographic/emv-credit-card-processing/

https://www.cleverbridge.com/corporate/emv-chip-cards/
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EX AM PLE 6 : I N FOGRAPH IC S (CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

✓

✓

✓

With the EMV liability shift coming up, we noticed that
not a lot of visual content explained what all retailers/
businesses needed to know. Creating an easy-tounderstand visual guide filled a void in the market.
Research & Analysis
We noticed retail magazines, industry journals and
consultants had covered the EMV topic in the past, but
they did not have anything visual communicating the
information.
Topic Selection
“Getting Smart with Smart Cards. Is Your Business
Ready?” seemed like a great topic because it addressed a
looming problem for virtually every retailer.
Content Type Selection
Infographic — because it was an embeddable piece of
content, quick and easy to understand.

✓ Input Gathering

✓

✓

✓

We had to gather all the factual information from the
client as well as a style guide to make sure the design of
the infographic fit with BluePay’s branding.
Content Creation
The writer and designer collaborated continually to
streamline content and select imagery that best
reinforced key points.
Content Publishing
When this infographic was placed on the client’s site, we
included an embed code below the graphic, giving
publishers the ability to easily place it on their site too. In
addition, we gave some publishers embed codes linking to
other pages, allowing us to diversify our link profile.
Marketing Execution
Many retail magazines, associations, consultants and
trade publications were talking about the EMV liability
shift. After identifying target websites, we stressed
urgency and/or detailed advice in our pitches to arouse
interest in the content.
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EX AM PLE 7 : VI DEO

Content Asset

Link Example

https://www.elastica.net/2014/04/openssl-heartbeat-vulnerability/

https://www.profoundry.co/top-heartbleed-shared-content/
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EX AM PLE 7 : VI DEO (CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

✓

✓

✓
✓

When the Heartbleed security hack became known, it
got a lot of press coverage, but no one was explaining
what had actually happened and how to prevent
infection in the future. Elastica created a video to explain
what was going on that was easy to digest.
Research & Analysis
Finding article after article discussing Heartbleed was
easy. Almost every technology and news site was
covering this topic.
Topic Selection
We chose this topic because of how much news
coverage Heartbleed was going to get over the next six
months.
Content Type Selection
Video
Input Gathering
We did not need to gather any extra information from
the client because it was responsible for creating the
video.

✓ Content Creation
✓

✓

Client handled the filming and production of the video.
Content Publishing
Publishing on both the Elastica website and Vimeo was
an excellent decision. Having the video on Vimeo got it
in front of more people.
Marketing Execution
We approached this link building strategy in three ways.
First, we found every tech/news site that had written on
the topic and offered the video as an extra resource for
their articles. Second, we asked publishers that had not
yet written about Heartbleed when they were planning
to do so, and offered the video as a resource to include.
Finally, since the video was on Vimeo, other people
pulled it as a reference in their write-ups; we found all
of those videos and asked for a link back to the site.
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EX AM PLE 8 : QUIZ

Content Asset

Link Example

http://www.hormone.org/MenopauseMap/

https://swhr.org/menopause/
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EX AM PLE 8 : QUIZ ( CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

After looking around the Internet, we noticed that no
resource on menopause was available to guide people to the
information they needed. We then decided to create a quiz
where readers would answer a few questions. Once the quiz
was finished, the reader would be presented with an ebook/
article with the information that was important to him or her.
✓ Research & Analysis
We identified a number of women’s health clinics/
organizations with resource pages linked to information on
different women’s health issues. A large number of them had
sections specifically for menopause.
✓ Topic Selection
We decided to create a comprehensive quiz most existing
content focused on only a specific stage of menopause.
✓ Content Type Selection
Quiz – By creating a quiz, the reader could easily get to the
information customized for his or her situation.

✓ Input Gathering

We relied on the client to put together the questions and
map out what content would be presented to the reader.
✓ Content Creation
Once the quiz was framed out, it was sent to a development
team to create
✓ Content Publishing
The Menopause Map quiz was published in a resource
section on the website.
✓ Marketing Execution
We had two different outreach tactics to promote the
Menopause Map:

•
•

We found every resource list on every women’s health center/
organization site we could and pitched the tool to be added to that
list. We also found other highly-linked-to-menopause resources
and piggybacked off of their back link profile.
We also found bloggers/magazines writing about menopause and
offered the Menopause Map as an addition to their stories. Even if
they did not add our link into that story, they could share the tool
socially or link to it in their next story. Just getting the tool in front
of them was the main goal.
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EX AM PLE 9 : TOOL

Content Asset

Link Example

http://www.greenlaneseo.com/outdated-content-finder/

http://www.webpagefx.com/marketing-guides/free-seo-tools-list.html/
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EX AM PLE 9 : TOOL (CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

This tool was developed to help solve a problem the
creator was having trying to find outdated/wrong
information on others’ blogs. The tool would be partnered
with a link building tactic (content refresh link building) and
promoted throughout the marketing community.
✓ Research & Analysis
A number of SEO tools are available that can be placed into
a back link analyzer to find all the resource lists and
bloggers who do tool roundups.
✓ Topic Selection
The Outdated Content Finder was created because it was a
spin off of the broken link building tactic that no one had
written about previously.
✓ Content Type Selection
Tool – Creating this tool would make employing this tactic
easy for anyone and would give the site a linkable asset
that others would reference when they wrote about the
Outdated Content link building tactic.

✓ Input Gathering

The creator sat down with a developer to get an idea of
how a tool like this would be put together.
✓ Content Creation
Once a framework was put together, the developer went to
work creating the tool.
✓ Content Publishing
When the tool was finished, it was placed on a tools
resource list on the site.
✓ Marketing Execution
The marketing plan had two phases:

•
•

The first phase was to promote the overall tactic through
guest blogging (https://www.semrush.com/blog/contentrefresh-link-building/) and position the tool as a way to
execute this. When others would attempt the tactic, they
would then reference the original tool.
Once the overall tactic picked up some steam, Greenlane
Search Marketing pulled the back link profile of other SEO
tools to find the bloggers/resource lists that would be
interested in linking to the tool.
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EX AM PLE 10 : RESOURCE LIST

Content Asset

Link Example

http://www.pageonepower.com/link-building-resources/

http://returnonnow.com/internet-marketing-resources/
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EX AM PLE 10 : RESOURCE LIST (CONTINUED)
✓ Marketing Strategy

A lot of content about link building (tools, guides, best
practices, etc.) is available on the Internet, but most of it is
scattered across the Web. Page One Power decided to create
an aggregated content resource list that brought together all
the best content and tools from across the Web to create the
go-to resource for link building information.
✓ Research & Analysis
A number of resource lists from different marketing
associations, college professor websites, forums, etc. link to
helpful marketing content.
✓ Topic Selection
With Page One Power’s expertise in link building, creating the
ultimate link building resource made sense.
✓Content Type Selection
Resource list – Page One Power could put together a list of
great content and did not have to write it all. The resource list
could also be promoted through business relationships.

✓ Input Gathering

First, the Page One Power team figured out the categories
for which they would find content. Then the team started
searching for the best link building tools, articles, and guides
on the Internet.
✓ Content Creation
When the team had a list of all the links that would comprise
the list, they had to write small introductions to the category
pages and an overall introduction to the resource list.
✓ Content Publishing
The content was published in a resource section on the Page
One Power website to make the content look more
evergreen. A blog post and a social media campaign were
also put together to promote the piece.
✓ Marketing Execution
Once the guide was live, the team targeted four main areas in
the marketing/Internet marketing space: news/publishers,
industry resource pages, industry link roundups, and bloggers,
with the goal of exposing them to the guide. All contributors
included in the resource list were contacted upon publication,
in the hope they would link to it.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

✓ The ideal content link building

outcome: numerous links from each
piece of content.

✓ Three content link building strategies
are proven winners:

1. Past Success Strategy — Modeling content
creation and marketing on previously
successful link-generating content
2. Gap Filling Strategy — Addressing
unfulfilled content needs with high-volume
link-generation potential
3. Relationship Strategy — Creating and
marketing content in a way that gives
publishers and other link influencers a
personal stake in its success

✓ The methodology to execute a link

building campaign consists of these
steps:

• Marketing Strategy
• Research & Analysis
• Topic Selection
• Content Type Selection
• Input Gathering
Creation
• Content
(most people start and stop here)
• Content Publishing
• Marketing Execution
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ABOUT STR AIGHT NORTH
STRAIGHT NORTH IS AN INTERNET MARKETING AGENCY THAT HELPS GROWTH-MINDED, SMALL AND
MIDDLE-MARKET FIRMS GENERATE ONLINE SALES LEADS AND E-COMMERCE REVENUE. WITH AN IN-HOUSE
TEAM OF OVER 60 FULL-TIME MARKETERS, WE HAVE THE DEPTH AND BREADTH TO MANAGE COMPLEX,
MULTI-FRONT CAMPAIGNS THAT DELIVER CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVING RESULTS.
OUR SERVICES INCLUDE PPC, SEO, DISPLAY ADVERTISING, EMAIL MARKETING AND RESPONSIVE WEBSITES.
WE ARE THE ONLY ONLINE AGENCY THAT VALIDATES AND REPORTS SALES LEADS IN REAL TIME. THIS UNIQUE
CAPABILITY GIVES CLIENTS THE ABILITY TO EVALUATE CAMPAIGNS WITH UNMATCHED ACCURACY, AS WELL
AS MONITOR THEIR LEADS WITH UNMATCHED SPEED.
WITH CLIENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES, WE HAVE OFFICES IN CHICAGO, CHARLOTTE, BALTIMORE
AND WASHINGTON, DC.

THAN K YOU!
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